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4-step Communication model, 211–212
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People (Covey), 214, 275
8-second rule for questions, 112
80/20 rule, 155, 309
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AC (Association for Coaching), 11, 51, 351
accountability, 61, 203
accredited training programs, 351
actions
  forwarding awareness into, 101–102
  planning, 348–349
  powerful questions about, 113
  questions to develop, 101
  transforming conflict into, 255–256
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (Twain), 215
agenda for coaching
  keeping clients on track, 85–86
  personal aims in, 85
  professional aims in, 84–85
  refining, 84–85
  setting at intake, 83
  staying in the moment, 86
Alice in Wonderland (Carroll), 93
alliances. See client-coach alliance
alone time, as bail-out space, 321–322
anchoring, 22, 303–306
Anecdote icon, 5
Angelou, Maya (poet), 9
anger, in DASE model, 162
appreciative enquiry practices, 155
appreciative habits, 256
Apps, Judy (Voice of Influence), 179, 180
as if questions, 113, 126
as-if frame, 109, 328, 329
association
  associating with the moment, 278, 294
  defined, 277, 294
Association for Coaching (AC), 11, 51, 351
audience for communication, 212
auditory sense. See also VAK or VAKOG senses
  identifying submodalities of, 288
  as lead representational system, 107
  as a modality, 286
  with New Behaviour Generator, 134
  in NLP Communication model, 106
  for representing the future, 111
  submodality intervention using, 288
  words or phrases of, 29
awakening, coaching as, 151–152
awareness
  during disappointments, 228
  of filtering, 108
  forwarding into action, 101–102
  as province of conscious mind, 110
  away from metaprogram, 172, 175–176, 219

• B •

background information form, 80–81
back-track frame, 329
Bandler, Richard (NLP co-creator)
  early NLP development by, 19, 29
  eye accessing cues noticed by, 133
  Milton Model creation by, 38
  modelling by, 194–195
  submodalities work of, 238
voice coaching recommended by, 179
baseline states, 303–304
Bateson, Gregory (psychiatrist), 20
behavioural flexibility
  for coaching agenda, 86
  for conflict resolution, 249
  as key principle of NLP, 21, 28, 86, 168, 249
mitigating passion with, 168
behavioural level, 98
behaviours. See also metaprograms; strategies
being at cause versus at effect of, 32
breaking into manageable sequences, 34–35
establishing new habits, 183–184
every behaviour has a positive intent (presupposition), 68, 222
finding triggers for, 35
of high-performing teams, 224
in Logical Levels model, 98
New Behaviour Generator for, 133–135
in NLP Communication model, 107
people are more than their behaviour (presupposition), 34–35, 222
secondary gain of, 40–41, 68
translating values into, 144
Yes/No lists for, 200–201
being versus doing, 63
beliefs
changing from limiting to empowering, 296–298
defined, 295
developing for teams, 223
empowering, 295–296
limiting, 295–296
in Logical Levels model, 99
of parts of yourself, 318
powerful questions about, 113
for transforming conflict into action, 255
in vision statements, 165–166
beliefs and values level
exploratory questions for, 99
overview, 99
Berne, Eric (Transactional Analysis founder), 20, 234
Big C style of coaching, 15, 151–152
blame-frame, conflict sustained by, 247–248
body language. See also non-verbal communication
for first impressions, 72
lead representational system clues, 107
matching and mirroring, 27–28
powerful questions indicated by, 112
when welcoming clients, 74
Body Language For Dummies (Kuhnke), 72, 155
Bohr, Niels (physicist), 35
boldfaced text in this book, 2
booking solidly, avoiding, 73
brainstorming, questions for, 113
breathing. See also non-verbal communication
conscious, for releasing problems, 232–233
counting monkeys exercise for, 233
finding the good in a situation, 233
for first impressions, 72
matching and mirroring, 28
performance linked to, 232
bridging space, 318
Building Self-Confidence For Dummies (Platts and Burton), 312
Burn, Gillian (Personal Development All-in-One For Dummies), 152
Burton, Kate
Building Self-Confidence For Dummies, 312
Live Life, Love Work, 162
Neuro-linguistic Programming For Dummies, 38, 60, 172, 189, 287, 295
Neuro-linguistic Programming Workbook For Dummies, 60, 172, 287
business coaching, 12–13
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Campbell, Joseph (mythologist), 327
capabilities and skills level, 99
career coaching, 12. See also work
Carroll, Lewis (Alice in Wonderland), 93
Cartesian questions, 114–115
causes
being at cause versus at effect, 32, 151
in SCORE model, 92
symptoms versus, 88
change. See also parts integration
activities for shifting focus, 321
alone time during, 321–322
bale-out space for, 321
bridging space for, 318
building on past experiences, 319–320
confusion creating a space for, 44
connecting to others with similar experiences, 322
ecology check for, 320–321
incremental and continuous, with coaching, 10, 75–76
necessity of, 318
physical self-care during, 322–323
thinking time during, 322
change work stage of coaching, 19
checking in with another, 203
chest voice, 180
child role, avoiding, 347
chronos perspective on time, 271
chunking
for conflict negotiation, 251–252
defined, 129, 166, 252
for integrating conflicting parts, 324
types of, 129, 166, 252
usefulness for teams, 167
Circle of Excellence exercise, 304–306
clean language, 40
client-coach alliance
accepting imperfection, 55
being enough for the client, 54
co-creating the relationship, 59–60
confidentiality in, 49–53
contracting in, 55–57
core coaching competencies for, 58–61
curiosity in, 63, 65–67
as designed alliance, 47
development of, 47–48
ethics and integrity in, 54
expectations for success shared in, 62–63
intuition’s role in, 65
motivation in, 62
power of silence in, 64
questions for evolving, 48–49
stages of, 55–56
clients
detecting flow state in, 152
executive, 51–52
internal, 52–53
as lovers or friends, avoiding, 348
natural expertise of, 67–68
private, 50–51
usage in this book, 1
yourself as, 1
closure stage of coaching, 19
club, vision statement for, 166
coaachee. See clients
coaching
as awakening, 151–152
Big C style of, 15, 151–152
booking solidly, avoiding, 73
colluding versus, 40
consulting compared to, 16
content-free, 118–119, 133, 286
core competencies of, 58–61
definitions of, 11
ending the relationship, 349
enhancing your skills in, 351–358
mentoring compared to, 16, 57
NLP compared to, 10
NLP’s ft with, 17–18
stages of interaction in, 19
supervision for, 17, 50, 356–357
therapy compared to, 15–16, 59
time management in sessions, 347–348
training programs and courses, 351, 352, 357
traps to avoid in, 343–349
types of coaches, 12–13
coaching networks, 357
coaching presence, 59–60
collusion
asking permission to broach, 182
as avoidance in coaching, 179
coaching versus, 40
intruding to get beyond, 182–183
voicing what you notice, 179–181
colour-coding schedules and diaries, 202–203
commitment, as key to learning and results, 61
communication. See also language; teams
audience for, 212
effective, deeper structure in, 60
four-step model of, 211
communication (continued)
further information, 60
in job interviews, 264–266
the meaning of any communication
is the response that you get
(presupposition), 112, 222
message of, 213
meta-mirror exercise for, 216–218
metaprograms in, 218–220
method of, 213
networking, 266–268
non-violent, 253
outcome of, 212
perceptual positions for, 215–218
refocusing a conversation, 344–345
setting priorities for, 212–214
stages of interaction in, 19
you cannot not communicate
(presupposition), 222
Communication model in NLP, 106–107
competencies, client, four steps of, 43
competencies, coach
cocreating the relationship, 59–60
communicating effectively, 60
core coaching competencies, 58–61
facilitating learning and results, 60–61
four stages of, 353
in ICF standards of conduct, 53
personal checklist for, 61
setting the foundation, 58–59
concluding questions, 76
confidence, building, 312–313
confidentiality
with executive clients, 51–52
facets of, 50
in ICF standards of conduct, 53
with internal clients, 52–53
needed for trust and safety, 49–50
with private clients, 50–51
conflict. See also parts integration
appreciative habits for resolving, 256
blame-frame questions sustaining,
247–248
chunking for negotiating, 251–252
defined, 243
feedback in, 254–255
fight or flight response to, 245
internal versus external, 243
inviting curiosity about reactions, 244
non-violent communication in, 253
outcome-frame questions for
resolving, 248
panic attacks, handling, 246
perceptual positions for negotiating,
249–251
physiological changes with, 245
positive and negative sides of, 243
road rage example, 244
role conflict, 323
switching submodalities to defuse, 247
in teams, 250
tension between values, 145
from thoughts alone, 247
transforming into positive action, 255–256
confusion
mapping across resources, 290
moving to congruence from, 45
as pathway to understanding, 115
space to change created by, 44
congruence. See also parts integration
in client-coach alliance, 59
defined, 45, 97, 180, 326
modelling, 45
recognising in clients, 326
self-assessment exercise, 327
conscious breathing, 232–233
conscious competence, 43, 353
conscious incompetence, 43, 353
conscious mind, 110
consulting, coaching compared to, 16
contact information form, 79–80
content
process versus, 40
structure versus, 18, 171
content-free coaching, 118–119, 133, 286
context
chunking across, 252
defining for goals, 125
metaprograms dependent on, 173, 220
contracting
defined, 55
with executive clients, 51–52
finding the best coach, 56–57
in ICF standards of conduct, 53
with private clients, 50
sample forms for intake pack, 79–83
setting the groundwork for, 56
in stages of coaching, 55–56
contrast frame, 329
contrastive analysis, 290–293
Cope, Stephen (psychotherapist), 229
core values. See also values
assessing decisions based on, 146–147, 148
discovering yours, 83, 142–143
as end values, 142
in everyday life, 148–149
as guiding principles, 148–149
responding to violations of, 147–148
setting priorities for, 143, 145, 146
counting monkeys exercise, 233
counting the days exercise, 202
courses, 351, 352
Covey, Stephen (The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People), 214, 275
creativity, activities for unlocking, 321
Critic role, 130, 131
Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (Flow), 153
curiosity
fostered by coaching, 63
playful quality of, 65–66
questions fostering, 66–67
about reactions under pressure, 244

dark side, acknowledging, 36, 327
The Dark Side of the Light Chasers (Ford), 327
DASE model, 162–163
debating level of listening, 117–118
decision-making
ecology check for, 320–321
questions to ask about outcomes, 320
values-based, 146–147
deletion, 110
delight, in DASE model, 162
depression, vision affected by, 289
desired state. See also goals
dream future based on values, 149
lily pads experience for, 109
outcome as, 93
powerful questions about, 335–342
setting expectations for, 78
detail metaprogam, 172, 173–174
diary
colour-coding system for, 202–203
during disappointments, 230
journaling, 327–328
difference metaprogam, 172, 219
digital language, 30
Dilts, Robert (NLP developer)
Big C style of coaching by, 15, 151–152
Disney strategy created by, 129
Logical Levels model developed by, 21, 87
online Encyclopaedia of NLP, 88
SCORE model developed by, 87, 88
Sleight of Mouth, 329
on superficial truth and deep truth, 35
disagreements. See conflict
disappointments
breathing out problems, 232–233
chain reaction from, 228
diary during, 230
Drama Triangle game, 234–237
as fact of life, 227
increasing clients’ awareness during, 228
physical symptoms from, 229
self-care after, 230–231
staying with feelings during, 228–230
top ten in Britain, 234
disbanding stage of teams, 225
Disney strategy
chair arrangement for, 132
coaching through the roles, 131–133
creation of, 129
Critic role in, 130, 131
Dreamer role in, 130
questions to ask, 130–131
Realist role in, 130, 131
Disney, vision statement of, 163
Disney, Walt (filmmaker), 129
dissociation
  as being at effect, not at cause, 151
  defined, 277, 294
  dissociating from the moment, 278, 294–295
  Fast Phobia Cure using, 314–315
  in grief and loss process, 240
distortion, 108
doing, being versus, 63
downloading level of listening, 116–118
Drama Triangle game
  graphic model of, 235
  meta position in, 235
  persecutor position in, 236–237
  rescuer position in, 236
  unconscious, 234
  victim position in, 235–236
dramatising, avoiding, 346
Dreamer role, 130

• E •

ecology check
  Cartesian questions for, 115
  for goals, 127–128
  for outcomes of decisions, 320–321
  in Six-Step Reframe exercise, 331
ecstasy, in DASE model, 162, 163

effects
  being at effect versus at cause, 32, 151
  exploratory questions for, 95
  outcomes versus, 88
  in SCORE model, 94–95
effort. See trying hard
eight-second rule for questions, 112
80/20 rule, 155, 309
Ellinie, Jan (coach), 307
EMCC (European Mentoring and Coaching Council), 51, 351
emotional self-care, 231
emotional states. See also conflict:
  disappointments; specific states
  affects of, 302
  allowing negative states to slide away, 306–307
anchoring positive states, 304–306
  baseline, 303–304
  dealing with gremlins, 307–311
  described, 301
  labelling, avoiding, 302
  mind-body link of, 315
  as natural, 302
  overcoming fear, 311–316
  splitting yourself into parts
    due to, 318
emotional well-being, time line tour of, 281
empathy listening, 117, 118
empowering beliefs, 295–298
end values, 141–142. See also values
ending coaching relationships, 349
ending coaching sessions
  concluding questions for, 76
  inquiry questions for, 77, 115–116
  quick-win sessions, 101–102
  with rapport, 72–73, 76
  reinforcing need for action, 101–102
environment level, 98
Epstein, Todd (NLP developer), 88
Erickson, Milton (hypnotherapist)
  confusion technique of, 44
  Milton Model based on, 38
  as NLP model, 20
  reframing by, 328
  voice use by, 179
Estée Lauder, vision statement of, 163
ethics. See also confidentiality
  as core competency, 58–59
  ICF standards of, 53, 54
  for internal coaches, 52–53
  key points for, 54
European Mentoring and Coaching Council
  (EMCC), 51, 351
every behaviour has a positive intent
  (presupposition), 68, 222
evidence procedure
  for goals, 124–125
  for values, 144
executive coaching, 13, 51–52
exemplars
  choosing, 195–196
  external behaviour of, 196, 197
imagining, Wisdom of Mentors exercise for, 198–199
internal processing by, 196, 197
modelling, 42, 196
new strategies from, 196–197
Exit, in TOTE model, 187
expectations
for success, sharing, 62
unclear, conflict from, 250
experimenting, 354–355
exploratory questions
examples of, 67
for fears, 312
for Logical Levels model, 98, 99, 100
for resources, 94, 126, 339
for SCORE model, 91–92, 93, 94, 95
turning information-gathering questions into, 67
external metaprogram, 172, 176–177, 219
external perspective in coaching, 11
eye accessing cues, 133, 190–192

• F •

failure, as feedback (presupposition), 222, 254
falling in love with clients, 348
family, vision statement for, 166
Fast Phobia Cure, 314–315
fear
building confidence, 312–313
common fears, 311
exploratory questions for, 312
of one’s potential, 36
panic attacks, handling, 246
releasing phobias, 313–316
feedback
gaining insight from, 263–264
giving and receiving, 254–255
questions for soliciting, 263–264
there is no failure, only feedback (presupposition), 222, 254
fight or flight response, 245
filtering information, 37, 108–110. See also metaprograms
first impressions, making, 72
first perceptual position. See perceptual positions
first step for goals, 128–129, 341–342
flexibility. See behavioural flexibility
Flow (Csikszentmihalyi), 153
flow states
allowing space for, 155–156
being in the moment, 156
characteristics of, 152, 153, 154
Csikszentmihalyi’s research on, 153
detecting in clients, 152
interferences preventing, 152, 155, 159
maintaining in challenging times, 158–159, 196
questions for shifting into, 156–158
thankfulness practices for, 155
ways of accessing, 155–156
Ford, Debbie (The Dark Side of the Light Chasers), 327
forming stage of teams, 221–222
four-step Communication model, 211–212
fourth perceptual position. See perceptual positions
Frary, Mark (The Origins of the Universe For Dummies), 283
friendship with clients, 348
fun
mapping across resources, 290
powerful questions about, 114

• G •

Gallwey, Tim (coach)
definition of coaching by, 11
equation for performance by, 13, 338
The Inner Game of Tennis, 11, 13, 338
on Self 1 and Self 2, 14
generalisation, 108, 109
Gervais, Ricky (TV director), 259
Gilligan, Stephen (Erickson student), 179
global metaprogram, 172, 173–174, 219
goals. See also desired state
agenda for coaching, 83–86
conflict from lack of, 250
disney strategy for, 129–133
goals (continued)
dream future based on values, 149
eco
logy check for, 127–128
engaging the RAS for achieving, 111–112
establishing for teams, 223
evidence procedure described for, 124–125
first step for, 128–129, 341–342
necessary resources identified for, 125–127
New Behaviour Generator for, 133–135
positive statement for, 122–123
questions to ask about, 123, 124, 125, 126, 128, 130–131, 335–342
self-initiated, self-maintained, and within control, 123–124
SMART principles for, 122
value of setting, 121
well-formed conditions for, 122–129
gremlins
defined, 307
identifying by drawing, 310–311
ill effects of, 307
peacekeeper, 307, 308–309
perfectionist, 307, 309
procrastinator, 307, 309–310
grief and loss process
described, 22
development of, 237
dissociation in, 240
grief response in, 237
reestablishing identity, 161–162
resolved grief, 239–240
submodality work in, 238, 240, 241
unresolved grief, 238, 239
unresolved versus resolved loss, 239
Grinder, John (NLP co-creator)
on breathing, 232
content-free coaching by, 286
early NLP development by, 19, 29
eye accessing cues noticed by, 133
Milton Model creation by, 38
modelling by, 194–195
Grove, David (therapist), 40
gustatory sense. See also VAK or VAKOG senses
as a modality, 286
in NLP Communication model, 106
for representing the future, 111
gut voice, 180

H

habits. See also metaprograms; patterns; strategies
appreciative, 256
development over time, 185
identifying with, 185
new, establishing, 183–184
new, ingraining, 202
for self-care, 231
structures creating freedom from, 200
Yes/No lists for, 200–201
handshake, 72
happiness, choosing, 23
having choice is better than not having choice (presupposition), 222
Hawking, Stephen (physicist), 283
head voice, 180
health, time line tour of, 281
heart voice, 180
hobby, for bale-out space, 321

I

ICF. See International Coach Federation
icons in book margins, explained, 5
identity
defusing criticism at level of, 34
exploratory questions for, 100
inquiry questions for, 116
Logical Level, 100
reestablishing after loss, 161–162
in statement of life purpose, 164–165
if what you’re doing isn’t working, do something different (presupposition), 222
imagineering, 129
imperfection, accepting, 54, 55
in-combination people, 39
incongruence, 326
incremental and continuous change, 10, 75–76
individuals are resourceful (presupposition), 35–36, 68, 222
influencing, in Communication model, 211, 212
information-gathering questions, 66, 67
informing, in Communication model, 211, 212
Ingham, Harry (Johari window inventor), 104
The Inner Game of Tennis (Gallwey), 11, 13, 338
inquiry questions
ending coaching sessions with, 77, 115–116
time required for answering, 116
inspiring, in Communication model, 211, 212
intake process
capturing the current reality, 78
defined, 78
intake pack for, 73, 78–83
models for quick wins, 78
overview, 77–78
intellectual well-being, time line tour of, 281–282
intents
every behaviour has a positive intent (presupposition), 68, 222
honouring, 193–194
of parts of yourself, 324, 325
setting for sessions, 75
internal clients, confidentiality with, 52–53
internal conflict. See parts integration
internal metaprogram, 172, 176–177, 219
internal perspective in coaching, 11
International Coach Federation (ICF)
core coaching competencies of, 58–61
definition of coaching by, 11
standards of ethical conduct, 53, 54
training programs from, 351
website, 51
Internet resources
accredited training programs, 351
clean language site, 40
coaching organisations, 51
core coaching competencies, 58
Encyclopaedia of NLP, 88
in-time people
as associative regarding time, 277
characteristics of, 274
described, 39, 261
dissociating from the moment, 278
time line of, 273
working with, 273, 274–275
intruding stage of coaching, 19
intruding effectively, 182–183
intuition’s role in coaching, 65
involving, in Communication model, 211, 212
italic text in this book, 2

J

job. See work
Johari window model, 104–105, 252
journaling, 327–328. See also diary

K

Kahane, Adam (Solving Tough Problems), 117
kairos perspective on time, 271
Karpman, Stephen (Drama Triangle creator), 234
Katie, Byron (Loving What Is), 299
kinaesthetic sense. See also VAK or VAKOG senses
identifying submodalities of, 290
as lead representational system, 107
as a modality, 286
with New Behaviour Generator, 135
in NLP Communication model, 106
for representing the future, 111
submodality intervention using, 289
words or phrases of, 29
‘know nothing’ space, 42, 346
language. See also communication; Meta Model; VAK or VAKOG senses

clean, 40

goals, 173–174, 219

goals, 177, 219

lead representational system clues, 107

positive statement of goals, 122–123

of proactive/reactive metaprograms, 219

of sameness/difference metaprograms, 219

sensory-specific words or phrases, 29

structure versus content, 171

of toward/away from metaprograms, 175–176, 219

values words, 143

Lawley, James (Metaphors in Mind), 40

lead representational system, 107–108

leading, rapport needed for, 26, 73

learning, facilitating, 60–61

life coaching, 12

life purpose. See also purpose

defining in your own words, 163–165

questions to ask about, 161

lily pads experience, 109

limiting beliefs

changing to empowering beliefs, 296–298

defined, 295

examples of, 296

listening. See also pacing

active, defined, 116

developing the skill of, 116–117

with empathy, 117, 118

four levels of, 117–118

non-verbal skills for, 118–119

patience during, 344

power of silence, 64

refocusing a conversation, 344–345

Live Life, Love Work (Burton), 162

Logical Levels model

behavioural level, 98

beliefs and values level, 99

capabilities and skills level, 99

choosing an appropriate level, 101

concentrating on a single level,

avoiding, 98

described, 21, 96

environment level, 98

exploratory questions for, 98, 99, 100

identity level, 34, 100

powerful questions using, 115

purpose level, 100

pyramid graph of, 97

loss. See grief and loss process

Loving What Is (Katie), 299

Luft, Joseph (Johari window inventor), 104

the map is not the territory

(presupposition), 33, 103, 221

mapping stakeholder relationships, 109–110

mapping submodalities across resources, 31, 290–293

matching and mirroring, 27–28

McDonald’s, vision statement of, 163

meaning, finding in work, 159–161

the meaning of any communication

is the response that you get

(presupposition), 112, 222

means values, 141–142. See also values

memories as triggers, 304

mental maps

engaging the unconscious mind in, 110–112

growth from coaching, 103

internal representation of, 107

the map is not the territory

(presupposition), 33, 103, 221

mental self-care, 231
mentors. See also exemplars
  coaches compared to, 16, 57
  supervisors for coaching, 17, 50, 356–357
Wisdom of Mentors exercise, 198–199
Merchant, Stephen (TV director), 259
message of communication, 213
Meta Model
  described, 21
  further information, 37
  modal operators of necessity in, 140
  overview, 37–38
meta outcomes, effects as, 94
meta position
  for Drama Triangle game, 235
  level of listening, 118
meta-mirror exercise, 216–218
Metaphors in Mind (Lawley and Tompkins), 40
metaprograms
  allowing space for, 183
  breaking unhelpful patterns, 178–179
  as clues to others’ motivations, 62
  coaching styles for, 174, 175, 176, 177
  as contextual, 173, 220
  described, 21, 62, 172
  global/detail, 172, 173–174, 219
  insights derived from, 173
  internal/external, 172, 176–177, 219
  listening for, 218–220
  options/procedures, 172, 174–175, 219
  proactive/reactive, 172, 219
  sameness/difference, 172, 219
  time perspective, 172
  toward/away from, 172, 175–176, 219
method of communication, 213
Milton Model, 37, 38
mimicry, matching versus, 28
the mind and body are interlinked
  (presupposition), 222
mind-body link, 315
Miracle in the Andes (Parrado), 146
mirroring and matching, 27–28
modal operators of necessity, 140, 258
modalities, 286. See also representational systems; submodalities
modelling excellence
  benefits of, 22, 41, 195
  for building confidence, 313
  for coaching skills, 354
  exemplars for, 42, 195–197
  for new strategies, 196–197
  presupposition for, 222
  questions leading to, 42
Wisdom of Mentors exercise for, 198–199
Molecules of Emotion (Pert), 315
moment, being in the. See also flow states
  associating with the moment, 278, 294
  as association, 277
  choosing happiness and peace, 23
  dissociating from the moment, 278, 294–295
  as essential to coaching, 294
  flow states accessed by, 156
  during panic attacks, 246
  questions to ask about, 157
  spontaneity allowed by, 86
  for through-time people, 278
  by in-time people, 39, 261
monkey counting exercise, 233
monochronic time system, 39
monofont text in this book, 2
Montgomery, ’Monty’ (Field Marshall), 249
moods, mapping across resources, 290
motivation
  as client’s province, 62
  lily pads experience for, 109
Logical Levels model for inspiring, 96
metaprograms as clues to, 62
unresolved grief and lack of, 238
weight loss example, 128

• N •

networking
  benefits of, 266
  online, 266–267
  questions for improving, 267–268
Neuro-linguistic Programming For Dummies
  (Burton and Ready), 38, 60, 172, 189, 287, 295
Neuro-linguistic Programming Workbook For Dummies (Burton and Ready), 60, 172, 287
New Behaviour Generator
  auditory sense with, 134
  eye accessing cues with, 133
  kinaesthetic sense with, 135
  uses for, 133
  visual sense with, 134–135
NLP Jargon Alert icon, 5
NLP modelling. See modelling excellence
NLP (Neuro-linguistic Programming)
  coaching compared to, 10
  coaching’s fit with, 17–18
  defined, 17
  development of, 19–20
  dramatic breakthroughs with, 10
  as experiential, not cognitive, 25
  key principles of, 20–21
  online Encyclopaedia of NLP, 88
  stages of interaction in, 19
  tools and models in, 21–22
nominalisation, 62–63
non-verbal communication. See also body language; tone of voice
  for first impressions, 72
  for listening, 118–119
  matching and mirroring, 27–28
  for rapport building, 27–28
  non-violent communication, 253
  norming stage of teams, 224

The Office (TV programme), 259
olfactory sense. See also VAK or VAKOG senses
  as a modality, 286
  with New Behaviour Generator, 135
  in NLP Communication model, 106
  for representing the future, 111
‘Only do what only you can do’ mantra, 199
opening coaching sessions
  effective questions for, 74–75
  intake pack for first session, 73, 78–83
  making a good first impression, 72
preparation for, 73–75
  with rapport, 72–73
  setting intents, 75
  welcoming clients, 73–74
Operate, in TOTE model, 187
options metaprogram, 172, 174–175, 219
The Origins of the Universe For Dummies (Pincock and Frary), 283
ought to or should, 140, 258
outcome frame, 248, 329
outcome thinking, 21
outcomes
  of communication, 212
  defined, 93
  ecology check for, 320–321
  effects versus, 88
  evidence procedure for goals, 124–125
  facilitating results, 60–61
  powerful questions about, 93, 114, 335–342
  in SCORE model, 93
  seeking for conflict resolution, 247, 248

pacing. See also listening
  art of, 344
  for mitigating passion, 169
  for rapport building, 26, 73
panic attacks, handling, 246
parent role, avoiding, 347
Pareto principle, 155, 309
Parrado, Fernando (Miracle in the Andes), 146
parts integration. See also congruence described, 22
  ignoring a part, dangers of, 317
  integrating conflicting parts, 324–326
  journaling for, 327–328
  parts as non-integrated fragments, 318
  reframing for, 328–331
  splitting yourself into parts, 317–318
  support during change, 318–323
passion. See also flow states
  behavioural flexibility needed with, 168
  DASE model for, 162–163
pacing needed with, 169
for transforming conflict into action, 256
unmitigated, 168
in worklife, 159, 160–161
patterns. See also metaprograms
collusion, 40, 179–183
establishing new habits, 183–184
unhelpful, breaking, 178–179
peace, choosing, 23
peacekeeper gremlin, 307, 308–309
Penrose, Roger (physicist), 283
people are more than their behaviour
(presupposition), 34–35, 222
peptides, 315
perceptual positions
for conflict negotiation, 249–251
described, 22, 215
meta-mirror exercise for, 216–218
moving into, 216
perfectionist gremlin, 307, 309
performance
breathing linked to, 232
as potential minus interference, 13, 338
performing stage of teams, 224–225
Perls, Fritz (father of Gestalt), 20
permission, asking for difficult areas, 182
persecutor, Drama Triangle game position, 236–237
personal brand, 262–263
personal coaching, 12
Personal Development All-in-One For Dummies (Burn), 152
personal history, 339
Pert, Candace (Molecules of Emotion), 315
phobias
debilitating effect of, 313
Fast Phobia Cure for, 314–315
secondary gains of, 316
physical self-care, 231, 322–323
physician’s view of time, 283
physiological changes with conflict, 245
pictures as reminders, 102
Pincock, Stephen (The Origins of the Universe For Dummies), 283
Platts, Brinley (Building Self-Confidence For Dummies), 312
Player, Gary (golfer), 353
polychronic time system, 39
positive statement of goals, 122–123
potential
fear of one’s, 36
performance as interference subtracted from, 13, 338
powerful questions
building a repertoire of, 113
Cartesian questions, 114–115
eight-second rule for, 112
evaluating the power of questions, 112
examples of, 113–114
indicators of, 112
about life purpose, 161
Logical Levels model for, 115
sequence of ten questions, 335–342
practicing coaching, 353
predicates, 28, 29
pre-frame stage of coaching, 19
presence, coaching, 59–60
present state, 78
present, the. See moment, being in the
presuppositions
core principles for teams, 221–222
defined, 21, 32
every behaviour has a positive intent, 68, 222
having choice is better than not having choice, 222
if what you’re doing isn’t working, do something different, 222
individuals are resourceful, 35–36, 68, 222
informing coaching sessions, 67–68
the map is not the territory, 33, 103, 221
the meaning of any communication is the response that you get, 112, 222
the mind and body are interlinked, 222
modelling successful performance leads to excellence, 222
people are more than their behaviour, 34–35, 222
there is no failure, only feedback, 222, 254
you cannot not communicate, 222
priorities, setting
colour-coding schedules and diaries, 202–203
for communication, 212–214
for time, 39
for values, 143, 145, 146
private clients, confidentiality with, 50–51
proactive metaprogram, 172, 219
procedures metaprogram, 172, 174–175, 219
process, content versus, 40
procrastination, mapping across
resources, 290
procrastinator gremlin, 307, 309–310
professional coaching bodies, 51, 357–358
professional wheel form, 81, 82
project, for bale-out space, 321
purpose
exploratory questions for, 100
finding after loss, 161–162
inquiry questions for, 116
Logical Level, 100
personal, defining, 163–165
questions about life purpose, 161
self-care relating to, 231
for transforming conflict into action, 256
vision statement, 165–166

• R •
rapport
characteristics of, 26
connecting with the whole person, 30–32
ending coaching sessions with, 72–73, 76
as key principle of NLP, 20
laying foundations for, 26
non-verbal communication for, 27–28
opening coaching sessions with, 72–73
pacing for, 26, 73
RAS (Reticular Activating System), 110, 111
reactive metaprogram, 172, 219
Ready, Romilla
Neuro-linguistic Programming For Dummies, 38, 60, 172, 189, 287, 295
Neuro-linguistic Programming Workbook For Dummies, 60, 172, 287
Realist role, 130, 131
recording coaching sessions, 180–181, 355–356
reframing
back-track frame, 329
in coaching conversations, 329
contrast frame, 329
described, 22, 329
as-if frame, 109, 328, 329
outcome frame, 248, 329
Six-Step Reframe exercise for, 330–331
relationships. See also communication; teams
four-step Communication model for,
211–212
identifying stakeholders, 208–209
mapping stakeholder relationships,
109–110
perceptual positions in, 215–218
stakeholders, defined, 207
Remember icon, 5
representational systems. See also VAK or
VAKOG senses
described, 21, 28
digital language, 30
early discoveries about, 29
lead system, 107–108

• Q •
Quadrant II activities, 275
quality target for coaching, 356
quantum theory, 283
questions. See also exploratory questions;
powerful questions
concluding, 76
eight-second rule for, 112
as-if, 113, 126
information-gathering, 66, 67
inquiry, 77, 115–116
quick-win sessions
client’s need for, 78, 87
example using SCORE model, 89–91
forwarding awareness into action, 101–102
Logical Levels model for, 96–102
pictures as reminders, 102
SCORE model for, 88–96
as modalities, 286
with New Behaviour Generator, 134–135
in NLP Communication model, 106
notation system for eye accessing cues, 191
notation system for strategies, 189, 190
for representing the future, 111
reputation
getting feedback on yours, 263–264
importance for career, 262–264
rescuer
avoiding the role of, 345
Drama Triangle game position, 236
resolved grief, 239–240
resolved loss, 239
resourceful states, 303
resources
exploratory questions for, 94, 126, 339
identifying for goals, 125–127
individuals are resourceful (presupposition), 35–36, 68, 222
mapping submodalities across, 31, 290–293
in SCORE model, 93–94
results, facilitating, 60–61. See also outcomes
Reticular Activating System (RAS), 110, 111
A Return to Love (Williamson), 36
Rogers, Carl (therapist), 20, 54
roles
conflict among, 323
conflict from confusion in, 250
in Disney strategy, 130–133
in Drama Triangle game, 235–237
in statement of life purpose, 165–166
traps to avoid, 345, 347

Sadness, in DASE model, 162, 163
sameness metaprogram, 172, 219
Satir, Virginia (family therapist), 20
schedule, colour-coding system for, 202–203
school, vision statement for, 166

SCORE model
acronym explained, 88
causes in, 92
described, 21
development of, 88
effects in, 94–95
example form, 95–96
example quick-win session, 89–91
further information, 88
graphic model of, 89
initial use of, 95
outcomes in, 93
questions useful for, 89, 91–92, 93, 94, 95
resources in, 93–94
symptoms in, 91–92
traditional NLP compared to, 88
second perceptual position. See perceptual positions
secondary gains
behaviours reinforced by, 40–41, 68
as cause of a problem, 92
ecology check for uncovering, 127
meeting for goals, 127
of phobias, 316
questions for uncovering, 41
Self 1 and Self 2, defined, 14
self-care
after disappointments, 230–231
during times of change, 322–323
self-coaching, 1, 22–23
self-criticism at identity level, defusing, 34
self-initiated goals, 123–124
self-maintained goals, 123–124
sensory awareness principle of NLP, 20
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People (Covey), 214, 275
shadow side, acknowledging, 36, 327
shaking hands, 72
should or ought to, 140, 258
silence, 64. See also listening
Six-Step Reframe exercise, 330–331
Sleight of Mouth (Dilts), 329
small c style of coaching, 15
SMART principles for goals, 122
Smith, Suzi (NLP developer), 293
Socrates (philosopher), 42

*Solving Tough Problems* (Kahane), 117

spirituality, time line tour of, 282

splitting yourself into parts. See parts integration

stakeholders. See also relationships; teams in business, 208–209
defined, 207
identifying, 208–209
mapping relationships of, 109–110
personal relationships, 209

state of a person. See also emotional states; specific states

baseline states, 303–304
challenging, 35
creation of, 107
defined, 35
desired state, 78
flow states, 152–159
present state, 78
resourceful, 303

storming stage of teams, 222–224

strategies
applying to a new context, 188
copying, 188
defined, 185
exemplars for, 195–197
eye accessing cues for, 190–192
honouring the intent of, 193–194
modelling, 196–197
notation system for, 189, 190
questions to ask about, 188
redesigning, 192–193
structures creating freedom from, 200
sub-strategies, 186
TOTE model for, 187–188
triggers for, 186
unhelpful, changing, 188
unpacking, 22, 188–190
Wisdom of Mentors exercise for, 198–199

strengths
confessing in a team, 167–168
list for intake pack, 82–83

structure
checking in with another, 203
colour-coding schedules and diaries, 202–203
content versus, 18, 171
freedom created by, 200
of subjective experience, 196
Yes/No lists, 200–201

submodalities
benefits of working with, 22
defined, 20, 286
for defusing conflict, 247
in grief and loss process, 238, 240, 241
interventions using, 287, 288, 289
introducing clients to, 287
mapping across resources, 31, 290–293
for perceived loss, 237
power of playing with, 286
questions for identifying, 288, 290

success
external measures of, 193–194
as a nominalisation, 62–63
powerful question about, 340
sharing expectations for, 62–63
stories for career, 264–266

summarising, powerful questions for, 114

supervision, coaching, 17, 50, 356–357

Symbolic Modelling, 40

symptoms
causes versus, 88
in SCORE model, 91–92

• T •

talents
list for intake pack, 82–83
in Logical Levels model, 99

teams
allowing negative states to slide away, 306–307
chunking’s usefulness for, 167
confessing strengths together, 167–168
conflict sources and resolutions, 250
core principles for, 221–222
disbanding stage of, 225
forming stage of, 221–222
high-performing, behaviours of, 224
importance of communication in, 220
norming stage of, 224
performing stage of, 224–225
storming stage of, 222–224
Test, in TOTE model, 187
thankfulness, 155, 156
therapy, coaching compared to, 15–16, 59
there is no failure, only feedback
(presupposition), 222, 254
thinking time during change, 322
third perceptual position. See perceptual positions
The Three Marriages (Whyte), 145
through-time people
associating with the moment, 278
characteristics of, 276
described, 39, 261
as dissociative regarding time, 277
time line of, 273
working with, 275–276
time. See also moment, being in the arc in coaching, 271
association versus dissociation regarding, 277
building on past experiences, 319–320
chronos versus kairos perspective on, 271
common struggles with, 38
managing in sessions, 347–348
monochronic system of, 39
physicist’s view of, 283
polychronic system of, 39
for Quadrant II activities, 275
setting priorities for, 39
time lines
creating the desired future, 280–283
described, 22
letting go negative emotions using, 279–280
personal, identifying, 272–274
through-time, 39, 261, 273, 275–276
in-time, 39, 261, 273, 274–275
time travel exercise, 278–279
touring three points (exercise), 280–283
types of, 39
visualising, 272–274, 277
working with in-time clients, 273, 274–275
working with through-time clients, 275–276
time perspective metaprograms, 172
Tip icon, 5
Tompkins, Penny (Metaphors in Mind), 40
tone of voice. See also non-verbal communication
assessing a client’s, 180–181
chest voice, 180
developing skills in, 179
gut voice, 180
head voice, 180
heart voice, 180
information conveyed by, 179–180
matching and mirroring, 28
recording and listening to, 180–181
when asking questions, 74, 108
when welcoming clients, 74
TOTE model, 187–188
toward metaprogram, 172, 175–176, 219
training programs, 351, 357
transitions. See change traps to avoid in coaching, 343–349
triggers
anchors as, 304
finding for behaviours, 35
memories as, 304
for strategies, 186
trust
being enough for the client, 54
confidentiality for building, 49–53
ethics and integrity for building, 54
during panic attacks, 246
principles of, 49
qualities involved in, 49
truth, superficial versus deep, 35, 60
Try This icon, 5
trying hard
flow defeated by, 155
Pareto principle of effort, 155, 309
questions to ask about, 157
Twain, Mark (The Adventures of Tom Sawyer), 215

U

unconscious competence, 43, 353
unconscious incompetence, 43, 353
unconscious mind, 110
unpacking strategies, 22, 188–190
unresolved grief, 238, 239
unresolved loss, 239

• V •

VAK or VAKOG senses. See also representational systems; specific senses
described, 28
developing familiarity with, 30
experience as a result of, 286
lead representational system clues, 107
as modalities, 286
notation system for eye accessing cues, 191
notation system for strategies, 189, 190
sensory-specific words or phrases, 29
values
assessing decisions based on, 146–147, 148
beliefs and values level, 99
core, establishing, 83, 142–143
dream future based on, 148–149
end values, 141–142
establishing evidence for, 144
establishing for teams, 223
in everyday life, 148–149
as guiding principles, 148–149
importance of understanding, 139, 140
list for intake pack, 83
list of, 142–143
in Logical Levels model, 99
‘Love for Family’ example, 141
meaning of work due to, 159–160
means values, 141–142
modal operators of necessity, 140
must-haves versus shoulds, 140
of parts of yourself, 318
questions to ask about, 83, 142, 144, 148, 149, 336–337
setting priorities for, 143, 145, 146
tension between, 145
for transforming conflict into action, 256
violated, responding to, 147–148
in vision statements, 165–166
victim, Drama Triangle game position, 235–236
vision statements
of companies, 163
creating, 165–166
visual sense. See also VAK or VAKOG senses
depression’s affect on, 289
identifying submodalities of, 288
as lead representational system, 107
as a modality, 286
with New Behaviour Generator, 134–135
in NLP Communication model, 106
for representing the future, 111
submodality intervention using, 287
words or phrases of, 29
voice. See tone of voice
Voice of Influence (Apps), 179, 180

• W •

well-formed conditions for goals
context defined, 125
ecological evaluation, 127–128
evidence procedure described, 124–125
first step identified, 128–129, 341–342
necessary resources identified, 125–127
overview, 122
positive statement, 122–123
questions to ask, 123, 124, 125, 126, 128
self-initiated, self-maintained, and within control, 123–124

well-formed outcomes
described, 21
as goal-setting process, 122–129
Wheel of Life form, 81, 82
Whyte, David (The Three Marriages), 145
Williamson, Marianne (A Return to Love), 36
Wisdom of Mentors exercise, 198–199
The Work, 299

work
career coaching, 12
career recipe creation, 258–261
communicating confidently about, 266
economic and social contexts of, 257–258
exploring types of, 258–261
finding meaning in, 159–161
going feedback at, 263–264
making sense of tough times, 160–161
networking, 266–268
Plan B for job loss, 261–262
preparing for interviews, 264–266
reputation’s importance for, 262–263, 264
success stories for, 264–266
traits of dream jobs, 258
vision statements of companies, 163
workshops, 352

• Y •

Yes/No lists, 200–201
you cannot not communicate
(presupposition), 222